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The Puzzle of Olympia
by Phylis A. Floyd 

Fig. 1 Edouard Manet, 
Olympia, 1863. Oil on canvas. 
Musée d'Orsay, Paris. Photo 
Hervé Lewandowski. Réunion 
des Musées Nationaux/ Art 
Resource, NY

Fig. 2 Edouard Manet, Le 
déjeuner sur l'herbe, 1863. Oil 
on canvas. Musée d'Orsay, 
Paris. Photo Hervé 
Lewandowski. Réunion des 
Musées Nationaux/ Art 
Resource, NY

When Edouard Manet sent Olympia (fig. 1) to the salon of 1865 he 
fully expected it to achieve the acclaim denied Le déjeuner sur 
l'herbe (fig. 2) two years earlier. Although the jury admitted 
Olympia into the exhibition, critics, to Manet's shock and surprise, 
again found cause to rebuff it. As the artist complained to Charles 
Baudelaire shortly after the exhibition opened:

abuses rain upon me like hail. I have never before been in 
such a fix. . .I should have wished to have your sound 
opinion of my work for all this outcry is disturbing and clearly 

somebody is wrong.1 

After the Salon rejection of Le déjeuner sur l'herbe in 1863 and the 
scandal that followed its exhibition at the Salon des Réfusés, why 
would Manet, who had been deeply shaken by those events, 
invite the same scurrilous attacks by taking up another "modern" 
nude in a contemporary, erotic context? "What continues to 
astonish after so many years" observed George Heard Hamilton in 
1969, "is that Manet, bitterly resenting the notoriety which Le 
déjeuner sur l'herbe had brought him . . . should have again offered 

the public the same affront: this was the same model, still nude."2 
An astute reviewer of the 1865 exhibition, however, attributed the 
critical fury surrounding Olympia to a misapprehension of the 
artist's intentions:

we are not of the opinion, which is too widespread, that this 
negligence is a parti pris (a deliberate step) on his part, a 
sort of ironic defiance hurled at the jury and the public. The 
jury would certainly have distinguished a studio jape from 
an unsatisfactory work of art, and would have closed the 
doors of the Palais des Champs-Elysées against it. From 
another point of view, an artist cannot treat the public 
lightly without compromising his reputation, which 
sometimes never recovers; and Monsieur Manet, who 
appears at each exhibition, is certainly pursuing something 
other than the sad celebrity obtained by such perilous 
procedures. We prefer to think he has made a mistake. And 
what is his aim? His canvases are too unfinished for us 

possibly to tell.3 

Contemporaneous critics and the scholars succeeding them have 
repeatedly pinned on Olympia the general label of "prostitute." In 
1932 Paul Valéry wrote, "She bears dreams of all the primitive 
barbarism and animal ritual hidden and preserved in the customs 

and practices of urban prostitution.4 In 1981 Beatrice Farwell 
tagged Olympia a "shameless prostitute"5 and in his thorough and 
innovative assessment of the painting, T. J. Clark characterized 
her in similar terms albeit distinguished by choices and 
pretensions to a higher class: "Olympia was a prostitute, and that 

fact alone presented the viewer with difficulties in 1865"6 . If we 
accept the customary view that Olympia portrays another 
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prostitute, we must certainly puzzle at Manet's naiveté.

Yet, if such had been his purpose, to simply depict another 
"prostitute," why should Manet have anticipated a reaction 
different from that which greeted Le déjeuner sur l'herbe? As 
Theodore Reff observed in his 1977 study of the painting, most 
interpretations fail to explain ". . . how astounded [Manet] himself 
was by the violent reaction to Olympia, and how undandyish was 

the self-pity he expressed . . . to Baudelaire."7 This essay seeks to 
account for Manet's bewilderment through a re-interpretation of 
this painting, one that necessitates re-treading some familiar 
territory, resituating Olympia in the context of mid-nineteenth-
century French culture, history, and fashion.

Manet called his second major nude Olympia. The painting was 
probably baptized by Zacharie Astruc with the first stanza of La 
fille des îles, a poem dedicated to Edouard Manet, printed in the 
Salon livret.

Quand, lasse de songer, Olympia s'éveille, 
Le printemps entre au bras du doux messager noir; 
C'est l'esclave, à la nuit amoureuse pareille, 
Qui veut fêter le jour délicieux à voir, 

L'auguste jeune fille en qui la flamme veille.8 

Other verses, though, illuminate Manet's intentions, as will 
become evident in the subsequent discussion.

According to Alexandre Parent-Duchâtelet 's well-known study of 
prostitution, first published in 1831, Olympia was one of the noms 
de guerre that courtesans chose for their professional persona—
pseudonyms that both protected the families left behind and 

advertised their unique charms.9 Dividing these fictive names into 
a "classe inférieure" and a "classe élevée", Parent-Duchâtelet 
identifies Colette, "La Courtille," "Brunette" as designations 
adopted by the lower classes, while Angelina, Flore and Olympe 

signified those of a higher echelon.10 Several critics surmised that 
both the title and poem connoted someone aspiring to a higher 
class and sardonically labeled her an "auguste jeune fille," (an 
august young woman) querying, "who represents Olympia? 

Olympia? What Olympia? A courtesan no doubt"—11 . Théophile 
Gautier felt the title awakened memories "of that great Roman 

courtesan on whom the Renaissance doted [La Dona Olympia]."12

Fig. 3 Anonymous, Lucie, circa 
1864. Photograph. 
Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Paris

The diverse attributes and visual signs Manet assembled within 
the image invoked the high rank of courtesans to which Olympia 
belonged. The interior decor of her bedroom varies little from that 
of a Second Empire bourgeois home. The intricate, richly flocked 
wallpaper and satin drapery shielding the bed, adorned the 
apartments of many an upper-class visitor to the Salon of 1865. 
The embroidered silk shawl, lavish bedding, elegant mules, 
adornments of earrings, necklace and bracelet, and certainly the 
attendant maid (fig. 3), intimated the subject's financial well-

being.13 Physiologies of women, such as Auguste-Jean-Marie 
Vermorel's Ces dames, published in 1860, differentiates a higher-
class courtisane by the companionship of a "nègre." Referring to a 
courtesan called Finette, Vermorel wrote,

Finette did not want for anything, nothing, not even a 
negro: a negro with whom she shared everything; a negro 
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Fig. 4 Charles Jalabert, 
Odalisque, 1842. Oil on 
canvas. Musée des Beaux-
Arts, Carcassonne

Fig. 5 Léon Benouville, Esther 
with Odalisque, 1844. Oil on 
canvas. Musée des Beaux-
Arts, Pau

Fig. 6 J.-A. Moulin, Plate from 
Etudes Photographiques, 
1853. Photograph. 
Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Paris

who belonged only to her and who obeyed only her. She 

loved her dearly, her negro!14 

As is now well established, pictorial precedents existed for 
women, usually nude, attended by a black maid, such as the 
eighteenth-century painting by Jean-Marc Nattier, Mlle De Clermont 

en Sultane 1733,15 The Odalisque, by Charles Jalabert of 1842 (fig. 
4) or Esther with Odalisque by Léon Benouville (fig. 5). During the 
nineteenth century an odalisque and later a courtesan with an 
attendant negress usually designated unbridled eroticism. In his 
Dictionnaire des idées reçues Gustave Flaubert declared that the 

negress was "more amorous than white women."16 The 
stereotype inspired early erotic photographs, such as F. J. A. 
Moulin's of 1853, one of many sources identified for Olympia (fig. 
6).

The second black "messenger," the cat, called up associations 

with Les fleurs du mal, the object of an obscenity trial in 1857.17 
By the 1860s the cat was "intimately linked in the popular 
imagination with promiscuous and potentially dangerous sexuality, 
evidenced in its most benign form by the use of the word 'chatte' 
to describe the female genitals. But, the term could also designate 
a cocotte, one of the many euphemisms for a registered 

prostitute."18

These features certainly reinforce a habitual reading of Olympia as 
a "courtesan", yet don't answer the question why Manet should 
have been at all surprised when "insults rained upon him like hail." 
A careful reevaluation of the painting and a study of some of its 
details may shed more light on this puzzle. Manet began Olympia 
in the spring of 1863, probably after completing Le déjeuner sur 
l'herbe, although there is considerable evidence that both were 

conceived together.19 Referencing Antonin Proust, David Alston 
observes that Manet intended these two paintings to be modern 

interpretations of the historic nudes of Giorgione and Titian.20 In 
1853, while visiting the Uffizi, Manet made the requisite copy of 
Titian's Venus. And he told Proust "When we were at [Couture's] 
studio I copied Giorgione's women, the women with musicians. 
That painting is dark. The undercoat has come through. I want to 
do it over, but do it in the transparency of daylight, with figures 

like the ones over there."21

Victorine Meurent modeled for both Olympia and Le déjeuner sur 
l'herbe, astonishing when her respective portrayals are set side by 
side. While painted in the same year, the appearances that gaze 
out from these two canvases are distinctively dissimilar in features 
and character. Alongside Olympia, the nude of Le déjeuner sur 
l'herbe is undeniably cruder: hair and hairdo, facial features; the 
proportions of her figure, and even the brushwork with which they 
are recorded are coarser counterparts to the elegantly coiffed and 
bejeweled Olympia. While Olympia lies upon luxurious white 
sheets and an embroidered crepe-and-silk shawl, in Le déjeuner a 
tissue-thin chemise shields Victorine's naked body from what we 
can only presume to have been very damp ground. Surrounded by 
not one but two clothed suitors, the nude here clearly joins the 
realm of the lower class prostitute. Sent to the Salon of 1863 
under the title Le Bain, Manet identified Le déjeuner in a later 
inventory as Partie carrée a designation signifying—according to 
Alan Krell's research on nineteenth-century slang—a "four-way 
debauch, involving two men and two girls, who sleep together, go 

for walks together, eat together and kiss"22 . In "Manet and the 
Demoralized Viewer," John House has drawn attention to an often 



overlooked detail within the naturalistic still life in the lower-left 

corner of the painting23 : a small green frog, or grenouille. Given 
the work's open-air setting, a frog might not be unremarkable, 
but, as John House observes, in 1863 grenouille was student slang 

for a particular type of prostitute.24 Described in Les courtisanes 
du Second Empire, this physiognomic type corresponds closely to 
characterizations that Manet's painting otherwise conveys. A 
grenouille was among the most brazen of the femmes insoumises 
(carefree women). She was not above feigning pregnancy and 
extorting financial support for the child she borrowed to carry out 
the deceit. "The grenouille was not pretty," the author of Les 
courtisanes tells us, "but she belonged to that category of women 
of pleasure in whom a certain spiritedness took the place of 

everything else. . ."25

Fig. 7 Atelier Goupil, 
Photograph of Auguste 
Toulmouche, Avant le Bal. 
Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Paris

If the grenouille suggests that the nude in Le déjeuner represents 
a more common prostitute, can we find comparable signifiers in 
Olympia that designate her as a paramour of a different order? 
The gold bracelet with locket, which assumes a prominent place 
both in Manet's painted and etched copies of the work, may be 
such a marker. In the Portrait of Zola Manet included a 
photographic reproduction of Olympia above the desk. Within the 
reproduction, the bracelet and locket have a distinctive presence, 
and the bracelet is conspicuous in various etchings and 
watercolors Manet made after the painting, suggesting its 
importance in disengaging the painting's meaning. Writing in L'Oeil 
in 1983, Alain Clairet identified this very article of jewelry as a 
bracelet once worn by Madame Manet that preserved a lock of 

Edouard's hair.26 According to Shirley Bury, bracelet lockets, which 
contained a portrait (photographic rather than painted beginning 
in the 1850s) and or a lock of hair of a beloved (child, husband or 

betrothed) were very popular at mid-century.27 A similar locket is 
worn by the mother in Auguste Toulmouche's painting Avant le bal 
(fig. 7). Manet adorned Olympia with this trinket to allude to her 
prosperous rank and denote a recent fashion, but the bracelet-
locket also furthers our understanding of the owner's personality 
and character. This nude is not merely an object of physical 
pleasure; she receives and cherishes sentimental keepsakes and 
tokens of remembrance. When juxtaposed with the nude in Le 
déjeuner sur l'herbe, Olympia's partner is not visible—rather he is 
conjured up with delicacy and even tenderness. An abundant 
bouquet signifies his affections, if not his imminent presence on 
the scene. In contrast to the earthy free-spirited grenouille the 
nude Olympia receives tokens of affection from her lover and 
adorns herself with a locket that the viewer imagines holds a 
photograph or lock of her beloved's hair.

Fig. 8 Chabal Dussurgey, 
Camélias from Études et 
compositions de fleurs. 
Lithograph. Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Paris

A second attribute of Olympia, equally prominent in etched 
reproductions of the painting, is the bloom in her hair. While 

Theodore Reff identified it as an orchid28 , I believe it to be a 
single-flower camellia, popular in the nineteenth century before 
the hybridized double-flower form known today. Illustrated here 
(fig. 8) is a typical mid-century specimen, which resembles 
Olympia's ornament in size and shape. Contemporaneous 
botanical texts, moreover, describe and illustrate the single-flower 
camellia as salmon pink in color.

The identification of the flower may be decisive in discerning 
Manet's purpose for the painting. In Ces dames, a 
contemporaneous guide to various "filles de joie," Vermorel 
identifies a camélia as a woman distinguished by her devotion and 

fidelity to a single lover.29 The type had its origins in the heroine 
of Alexandre Dumas' novel, La dame aux camélias, first published in 



1848 with numerous adaptations following. Again, Vermorel's Ces 
dames delineates the character:

Following the popular success of the play of M. Alexandre 
Dumas fils, one calls dames aux camélias or simply, camélias, 
the young women who let themselves be dominated by an 
exclusive and prolonged love. The camélias are often scoffed 
at. Their sincerity and disinterestedness has been 
questioned. It must be acknowledged, however, that a fiery 
love is by no means as rare with these women as one 
would believe. And then a complete metamorphosis takes 
place in them; they become capable of every sacrifice and 
devotion. They seem to shed the marble shells that 
enveloped their hearts and to become models of 

tenderness and fidelity."30 

The camélia was defined as a "lorette dans la prospérité," in Pierre 
Larousse's Grand dictionnaire universel du XIXe siècle, which also 

traces her origin to Dumas' La dame aux camélias.31 

By themselves Olympia's locket-bracelet and blossom might not 
persuade us that Manet intended the painting to represent a 
camélia, yet, the ensemble of the painting's visual signifiers 
support such a reading. Ever since it was first exhibited, Olympia 
has impressed viewers by two distinguishing features: the 
position of her hand and the directness of her gaze. As T. J. Clark 
has observed: Olympia's hand "enraged and exalted the critics as 

nothing else did."32 Its placement at the center of the composition 
underscores its importance. Ernest Chesneau observed in his 
salon review that Olympia's hand, "in the form of a toad, provokes 

hilarity."33 Other critics commented on this strange hand—"her 
hand for a fig leaf"34 and ". . . the hand, which is flexed in a sort of 
shameless contraction."35 J. K. Huysmans detected "an irritating 
enigma" in Olympia's demeanor.36 T. J. Clark found Olympia 
vacillating and uncertain: "Surely Olympia's sexual identity is not in 
doubt. It is how it belongs to her that is the problem." And he 
designated her control over her body and her sex "Olympia's 

choice."37 Françoise Cachin saw the visualization of power in her 
claw-like appendage as analogous to the gripped hand of Ingres' 

Monsieur Bertin.38

Fig. 9 Edouard Manet, Study 
for Olympia, Reclining Woman 
without Face. Drawing in red 
chalk. Musée du Louvre, 
Cabinet des dessins. Photo 
Michèle Bellot. Réunion des 
Musées Nationaux/ Art 
Resource, NY

As for Olympia's gaze, Beth Brombert sums up several 
contemporaneous observations by noting that the nude's 
expression was critical to the work: "What may have offended the 
viewer of 1865 far more than the painting's disregard for 
established techniques of modeling and half tones is the brazen 
look that defies the male gawker. 'You may buy my favors,' she 
seems to be saying, 'if I choose to grant them, but only I own 

me.'"39 Vermorel's assessment of the camélia type elucidates the 
nineteenth-century significance of both the hand and the glance:

It is with her as it is with certain objects in the exhibition 
hall of the Hôtel Drouot: one sees them from afar and is 
drawn to them, but watch, there is a sign: don't touch! (n'y 

touchez pas).40 

In a red-chalk preparatory sketch Manet depicted Olympia with 
right knee raised blocking a clear view of her genitals (fig. 9), 
suggesting that from the beginning Manet intended Olympia to 



personify restraint; she was not a cipher of commercial 
prostitution. Was not the camélia a modern embodiment of Venus, 
a nineteenth-century goddess of love? Dumas's description of 
Marguerite, the original camélia and heroine of La dame aux 
camélias, clarifies the allure that this type held for Manet and his 
contemporaries.

To be loved by a chaste young girl, to be the first to reveal 
to her the strange mysteries of love, is surely a great joy, 
but it is the easiest thing in the world. To capture a heart 
that has not experienced attack is like entering an open city 
without defenses . . . To be truly loved by a courtesan is a 
far more difficult conquest. In such women, the senses have 
consumed the heart, debauchery has hardened emotion. 
The words one says to them they have heard many times 
before, the means one uses they know all too well, even 

the love they inspire they have sold before.41 

Additional verses of Zacharie Astruc's poem La fille des îles, whose 
first stanza appeared in the salon catalogue, may further 
delineate Manet's design:

Oh! D'où viens-tu, Syrène, et quel parfum des Iles
Sur ton corps velouté flotte et s'épanouit
Quels mirages vermeils fixent tes yeux tranquilles,
Qui mesura l'attrait à tes formes graciles,
A cette bouche en fleur dont le regard jouit? . . .

Où puises-tu ces airs d'esclave ou de sultane,
Cette indolence reine et ce vague sommeil,
Cette langueur d'infante et ta pose profane?
Mais ton corps virginal, rien d'obscur ne le fane,

Jeune lys d'Orient au calice vermeil42 

Describing her body as virginal, asking "Who judges the charms of 
your slender shape?" and "On what gilt illusion gaze your tranquil 
eyes?" Astruc's verses conjure a special partner for this camélia's 
favors. If Manet indeed sought to represent in Olympia an 
inamorata rather than a common prostitute, a mistress rather than 
a lower class "fille de joie", someone who embodied fidelity and 
self-sacrifice, we can begin to understand his irritation at the 
negative reception of his painting. And there may have been other 
reasons as well for his expectation that the public would have 
understood Olympia to embody sexual norms different from those 

in Le déjeuner. Described as a skeleton43 and puny, Olympia was 
markedly thin, particularly in contrast to her earthy counterpart in 
Le déjeuner. Baudelaire detected a distinctive modernity in her 

build: "Thinness is more naked, more indecent than fat."44 
Marguerite Gautier, the heroine of Dumas' La dame aux camélias, 
was also slender in build, consumptive and anemic in pallor, and 

as Vermorel observed ". . . many have been inspired by her."45 



Fig. 10 Charles Vernier [?], 
Plate from Actualités. 
Lithograph. Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Paris.

Fig. 11 Delton & Co., Carte de 
visite de Marguerite Bellanger 
assise, vêtue d'un costume 
d'homme, circa 1863. 
Photograph. Musée 
Carnavalet, Paris, 
©P.M.V.P. /Briant

Fig. 12 Delton & Co., 
Marguerite Bellanger, circa 
1863. Photograph. 
Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Paris.

The mid-century fashion for thinness (fig. 10) was also advanced 
by Napoleon III's current mistress Marguerite Bellanger, who was 

"[b]elow average in size, slight, thin, almost skinny."46 
Significantly, the author of Les courtisanes du Second Empire 
identified Marguerite Bellanger as the most famous camélia of the 

day.47 Her nom de guerre was said to have been inspired by 
Dumas' heroine, and she was renowned for wearing daisies 
(marguerites) (figs. 12). Born Julie Marie Leboeuf, in the village of 
Ville-Bernier, by 1858 she had settled in Paris and assumed her 

pseudonym.48 In the early 1860s, she allied herself with the 
lorettes on the Avenue de la Motte-Picquet near the Ecole Militaire, 
and became a favorite of military officials and the imperial guard.

While there are many accounts—some most likely romantic 
exaggerations—of the beginning of their affair, Marguerite 
appears to have met Napoleon III in the early 1860s. Baron 
d'Ambès, in his memoirs, describes a conversation he had with 
Napoleon III at Vichy on 4 July 1861. "Scarcely was he indoors 
when he confided to me his impressions by the way and asked me 
if there was anything in the nature of fun to be found. The 
question struck me as disquieting. He mentioned the fair 
Marguerite with a laugh." The reference was to Mlle Bellanger, the 

Emperor's mistress at this period.49 Hector Fleischmann's Napoleon 
III and the Women he Loved does not date the relationship's origin, 
but his chronology suggests it was in the early 1860s. 

I believe we must look elsewhere for the truth, and that is 
in an anecdote told by a specialist in the secret history of 
the period. According to him, Marguerite Bellanger. . . was 
the mistress of an officer of the Emperor's household, M.D. 
who, although he was married, imprudently and openly 
advertised his connection with her. This came one day to 
the Emperor's ears, and he said: "It seems that you are a 
very lucky man, my dear D. and that you have a very 
charming mistress. They talk of nothing else at the Château. 
Would it be indiscreet to ask to see her?" The desire coming 
from the Emperor could not be refused. Marguerite was 
presented, was looked at, and gave satisfaction. M.D. 

understood and effaced himself.50 

Support for this version appears in the form of a police document, 
dated 9 January 1861, which granted Marguerite permission to 
wear male clothing, which would have enabled her freer 

movement on the Tuileries grounds.51 

In their journal, the Goncourt brothers report that on 22 April 1863 
Marguerite Bellanger shared a theater loge with the imperial 
guard Gramont-Caderousse which, one biographer deduced, 

indicated Marguerite's liaison with the officer at the time.52 Yet, 
the guard's presence might also signify the protection the Emperor 
granted his favorite.

Emperor Napoleon III's liaison with Marguerite, whose tenure was 
longer than that of any of his other mistresses, "seems to have 

involved genuine affection . . . "53 according to John Bierman's 
Napoleon III and his Carnival Empire. She accompanied the Emperor 
while he "took the waters of Vichy," on his annual visit to watch 
army maneuvers at Chalôns-sur-Marne where, she boasted to a 
friend, "she entertained him enormously by dressing up in the 

uniform of a colonel of the hussars."54 By 1865 their liaison was 
so well known that the British ambassador Henry Cowley wrote 
Lord Clarendon on 6 January " . . . Fancy the Empress taking 



Mocquard's brother, a notaire, getting into a brougham and going 
off to Marguerite Bélanger [sic] to whom she made a scene, 
offering to settle I do not know what upon her if she would leave 
Paris." Cowley wrote home on 1 May 1865, that the Emperor left 
for a six-week sojourn to Algeria and that some "connect this 
journey with a desire to see Mademoiselle Bélanger [sic] more at 
his ease. It seems certain that she has gone to Marseilles, and I 

hear that she is to proceed to Algiers. . ."55 Lord Clarendon 
replied: "His way of carrying it on with Mlle Bélanger was bad 
enough at Paris but if he takes her to Algiers where he will be 
living in a lantern and everything he does at every hour of the day 
and night must be known, it really will be too bad—there is plenty 
of toleration for such doings, but even he will hardly be able to 

brusquer les convenances (reject proprieties) with impunity."56

 

When Manet began Olympia in 1863 the name and reputation of 
Marguerite Bellanger were just becoming known, but most 
accounts point out that the Emperor shielded her from public 

scrutiny.57 He installed Margot in a guarded house on the rue du 
Bac, after Empress Eugénie discovered her husband's secret 
room—nicknamed le pas des biches (the darlings' corner)—in the 
palace. He then moved her to number 1 rue des Vignes in the 
village of Passy. "Je veux vous voir chez vous," he wrote, "dans 
une charmante villa que j'ai achetée et fait meubler à votre 

intention."58 Consequently the name Marguerite Bellanger 
appears to have been more renowned than her face during the 

early 1860s.59 Manet, however, moved in circles where the 
Emperor's escapades with his current mistress would have been 
discussed: his father had been a government official in the Ministry 
of Justice, and his brother also held a government post. The 
lubricious gossip in the popular press was another probable 

source for information about their relationship.60

Fig. 13 A. A. E. Disdéri, 
Marguerite Bellanger. From: 
Adrian Dansette, Les amours 
de Napoléon III (Paris: 
Librarie Arthème Fayard, 
1938). Photo by author

I suggest that Manet intended the physiognomy and body type of 
Olympia to evoke this notorious and contemporary camélia. Delton 
& Co. photographed Marguerite Bellanger in male costume with a 
direct, uninflected stare that resembles Olympia's expression (figs. 

11, 12).61 Disderi's image of Marguerite (fig. 13) also captures a 
visage similar to that of Olympia. An Erwin Frères photograph, 
labeled in a contemporary hand "Bélanger (Mlle.)," (fig. 14) 
represents a woman whose thin face, square jaw, and the angle 
and carriage of her head bear a striking resemblance to Olympia. 
While it represented another Bellanger, Anna, rather than 

Marguerite,62 I believe that as Marguerite was shielded from 
public scrutiny during the period of her assignation with the 
Emperor, Manet may have conflated these photographs in imaging 
Olympia's physiognomy. Erwin Frères' Mlle Belangér is adorned 
with daisies, or marguerites, so its sitter could easily have been 
understood to portray a woman named Marguerite. Furthermore, 
in the preparatory chalk sketch (fig. 9), Manet left the facial 
features blank, suggesting that the precise details were to be 



Fig. 14 Erwin Frères, Mlle 
Bélanger, circa 1864. 
Photograph. Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France, Paris

Fig. 15 Albert Carrier-
Belleuse, Marguerite 
Bellanger, 1860. 
L'intermédiaire des 
chercheurs et curieux, 65, no. 
1331 (20 June 1912). Photo 
by author

added later, possibly from an external source like a photograph.

If Manet intended Olympia to allude to the specific camélia 
Marguerite Bellanger, how did such a resemblance augment his 
artistic aims? How might it be read within the artistic practices of 
the time? The convention of contemporary mistresses either 
serving as models or being portrayed as allegorical and classical 

characters was surprisingly common at mid-century.63 Beatrice 
Farwell dates the popularity of such "nude portraiture" to the 
1840s, when Théodore Chassérieau depicted his mistress Alice 
Ozy in various paintings, including a life-size Sleeping Bather 

(Musée Calvet, Avignon), which he sent to the Salon of 1850.64 
Manet's teacher Thomas Couture used his mistress and future 
wife as a model for the central nude in Romans of the Decadence 
(1847) and the courtisane Mogador appears as well within the 

painting's ancient orgy.65 Marguerite Bellanger herself posed for 
one of the allegorical sculptures of the four seasons (fig. 15) that 

Albert Carrier-Belleuse modeled in the 1860s.66 It was an evident 
commonplace that the classical Venuses and nude goddesses 
shown at the annual Salons flaunted visages of chic and 
renowned courtesans. Pierre-Joseph Proudhon found Paul 
Baudry's Pearl and the Wave (said to portray the cocotte Blanche 
d'Antigny) "the very image of prostitution: Wicked blue eyes like 
those of Eros, provocative face, voluptuous smile; she seemed to 
say, like the street-walkers of the boulevards, 'Do you want to 

come and see me?'"67

Manet's struggle to carve himself a place within painting's history 
may well have inspired him to adopt this popular convention for 
Olympia—to use a fashionable demi-mondaine as source for his 
second major nude, just as the devoted camélia served as a 
modern incarnation of the mythic Venus.

To further emphasize that Olympia was no ordinary prostitute, 
Manet based his painting on Titian's Venus of Urbino, which he had 
copied in the Uffizi in his youth. Manet drew numerous parallels 
between Titian's Venus and his modern courtesan. The interior 
décor, slippers, jewelry and shawl were mid-century equivalents of 
the Renaissance prototype; the negress, the modern courtesan's 
servant while, as I have pointed out above, the bracelet locket, 
and camellia were contemporaneous ciphers of fidelity updating 
the Renaissance lap dog, just as allusions to the camellia type 
were a means to portray a modern embodiment of Venus as love. 
According to Charles Blanc's well-known Histoire des peintres, the 
model for Titian's Venus was a renowned courtesan, leading 

Manet to confer on Olympia the likeness of a fashionable equal.68 
And further, Hippolyte Taine described Titian's Venus in Voyage en 
Italie as a "seductive nude [who] represented the mistress of a 
patrician, reclining on a bed, adorned and waiting. . . She is une 
courtisane, but she is a lady; in those days the first occupation did 

not exclude the other."69

Manet's attempt to establish an artistic lineage for Olympia was 
underscored by his other submission to the Salon of 1865, as 

Theodore Reff first observed.70 Along with Olympia Manet 
exhibited The Mocking of Christ. Just as the former was based on 
Titian's Venus of Urbino, so the latter was inspired by [Titian's] 

Christ Crowned with Thorns.71 Pairing a sacred image with a 
profane one—in the genres in which male and female nudity were 
commonly cast—according to Reff, "had an additional more private 

significance.72 " Titian was also said to have selected pairs of 
paintings to impress an important patron. Charles Blanc recounts 
that Titian brought Christ Crowned with Thorns and a Venus to 
Charles V to flatter his patron by evoking "feelings of devotion and 



sensuality at the same time."73 The legend was popular with mid-
nineteenth- century artists and first included in Northcote's Life of 

Titian, published in 1830."74

Is it possible that Manet, by exhibiting Marguerite Bellanger in the 
guise of a traditional Venus together with The Mocking of Christ, 
was seeking to flatter Napoleon III, just as Titian had sought the 

approbation of Charles V?75 In 1865 Napoleon III was the most 
influential patron of the arts, responsible for considerable 
purchases from the annual Salons, both for the national museums 
and his private collection. Not surprisingly he favored pictures of 
pretty women, as Patricia Mainardi reports in The Salon and Politics 
of the Second Empire, confirmed by photographs of state 

purchases from the 1865 Salon.76 From the 1863 exhibition the 
Emperor purchased Cabanel's Birth of Venus and Baudry's The 

Pearl and the Wave.77 Or was Manet naively emulating Titian's 
example, aspiring to mark his own place alongside the Venetian 
painter's historical standard, seeking critical esteem for his 
cleverness yet oblivious to imperial patronage? Each question 
leads to the same answer: Manet had reason to believe that his 
submissions to the 1865 Salon would be valued, at least by the 
artistic cognoscenti.
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